


Key and Map to Moonville Rail Trail 2018 

Please note: The rail trail is growing and evolving. Volunteers are making great efforts to add bridges 

where trestles have been destroyed and maintain the walkway for the rail trail. Please note that updates 

1  - Trestle is destroyed here. Little to no access beyond this point.               

(39.269250, -82.409395) 

2 - Parking Access (1-2 cars) and Rail Trail Entry Point. Township Hwy F3 floods 

seasonally and bridge/road may be under water. (39.270131, -82.402545) 

3 - Parking Access (1-3 car pull around) and Rail Trail Entry Point on State Route 

278 (Commercial Street) in Zaleski, Ohio. (39.281278, -82.391870) 

4 Gravel pull-off and rail trail entry (across roadway) (39.312046, -82.361332) 

5 Small pull off and Rail Trail Entry in front of Rail Trail (1 car) Wheelabout Road   

(39.317299, -82.351186) This section will lead you through the old mining and 

railroad town of Hope Furnace Station. You can park here if access on Hope-

Moonville Road is flooded and walk the Rail Trail. 

6  Larger parking area at Hope Furnace Station Schoolhouse (outhouse on lot) 

(39.315988, -82.352269) You will have to access the roadway for approx. 600 feet 

to walk to the Rail Trail Entry Point. 

7 The next 3 railway trestles over Raccoon Creek are destroyed, although 

bridges are in the works to replace them. The water in Raccoon Creek can be deep 

and dangerous seasonally. If you are hiking the trail, you may need to continue via 

Hope Moonville Road to get to Moonville Tunnel, a graveled roadway with many 

turns and cliff edges. Although it is a beautiful hike with caves and cliffs, if you take 

the roadway, please watch for oncoming traffic as it is difficult to stop quickly on 

this small road. The starting point for walking the roadway can be easily identified 

as a deep cut in a hill. (39.315415, -82.331677)You will walk it for one mile to the 

parking area for the tunnel.  (Only a couple hundred feet before the parking is an 

old iron bridge you will cross.)  

8 Parking for Moonville and Tunnel – Once a small town and home to the 

Fergusons and Coes. Now little remains but old foundation stones, the rail-less 

train tracks, a tunnel and . .  more than a few ghosts. Watch for the spirit of the 
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engineer killed in a train wreck in 1880 or that of an elderly lady seen at the far 

side of the tunnel. (39.308418, -82.324557) 

9 There are two destroyed trestles along Hewitt Fork that are seasonally too 

deep to traverse. 

10 Ingham Station – Once a town with a store and homes along the railway. 

Remnants of the old town can still be seen as foundation stones, old fencing, and a 

coal mine. (39.312108, -82.299226) 

11  Parking for Kings Switch Tunnel – There is a small gravel pull-off for parking. 

1035-1043 Rockcamp Road New Marshfield, OH 45766 (39.319889, -82.284565) 

12  Kings Switch tunnel was located not far from here. It had a grocery store and 

school. Legends tell the tunnel is haunted by the ghost of a young woman whose 

ghost follows visitors along the tracks. (39.320836, -82.280867) 

 

 


